The Great Signs
The sign of Revelation 12 has many details: The (1st) first part of the sign is the woman clothed
with the sun. This happens every year, but it narrows the time down to one month around the
autumnal equinox. That woman is represented by Virgo--the virgin. She is clothed by the sun
from mid-September to early October. September 23, 2017 meets these requirements.
The next requirement is that the moon must be under the feet of Virgo. With the sun in Virgo
and her feet to the east, the moon must be a few days past new moon. Since the Hebrew
Calendar is lunar and the Feast of Trumpets (September 21, 2017) is on the new moon,
September 23-25 places the moon in the correct position. This happens every year on the
Hebrew Calendar as long as the new moon did not occur too early or too late in relation to the
equinox, which would put the sun too high or low in Virgo. Here it is perfect. The requirement
of the moon and sun narrows it down to a few days of the year. The rest of the parts of the sign
must then coincide with this time if we are able to observe this sign.
On September 23, 2017 there are (4) four planets in the vicinity that complete the sign and its
ultimate uniqueness. Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter play their parts. Above the head of
Virgo is the constellation Leo. In Leo at this time there will be Mars, Venus, and Mercury. With
Leo being a constellation of nine principle stars, the (3) three wandering stars make it twelve at
this time. Thus the garland of twelve stars is upon the woman. For (3) three planets to be in Leo
at this time with all of the other preconditions makes this rare. Combined with the final piece of
the picture below is what makes this sign difficult of not nearly impossible to replicate
anywhere close to the time in which we live. How rare? A search 150 years before and 150
years after September 23, 2017 produced no results.
The final piece of the sign is Jupiter. Jupiter in Hebrew is Tsedek, meaning 'just'. Jupiter was
known by the Hebrews as the planet of the Messiah. Jupiter enters the sign of Virgo on August
27, 2016, which coincides with a close conjunction of Venus. The next such close conjunction
with these two brightest planets is 49 years later. Jupiter itself enters Virgo about every 12
years. The August 27, 2016 conjunction comes exactly 400 days before Yom Kippur 2017.
Yom Kippur always ends Teshuvah, which is a 40 day season of repentance. Does Jupiter and
Venus mark a (10) ten-fold application needed at that time?
As the sign of Revelation 12 forms on September 23, 2017, Jupiter is in the womb of Virgo and
is about to be born. Remember, the meaning of Tribulation refers to the period of labor pains
before birth. This sign speaks to those coming (7) seven years–the worst in human history.
However, we have been warned and HWHY (Yahuah) will deliver those who have put their trust
in [cWHY (Yahusha).
Let us go back 1260 days from the sign of Revelation 12 to the day of the first lunar eclipse of
the Tetrad of 2014-2015. The eclipse of April 15, 2014 occurred at a specific place in the
Shamyim (heavens). As a time marker that points to the sign of Revelation 12, it should also
have some significance. This eclipse on Passover 2014 occurred right next to star of Spica in

Virgo. [cWHY (Yahusha)’s own body was sacrificed for us on Passover. He was the Seed of
the Woman. He was the ear of grain that must die that life may abound. Spica in Hebrew
is Zerah meaning “seed”–the Seed of the Woman. It is the same word as found in the promises
of Genesis. It is fitting then that this sign of the lunar eclipse points to the sign of Revelation
12, which speaks of the Messiah’s birth, but also to the necessary second part of [cWHY
(Yahusha)’s return.
All this is scheduled to happen in the Hebrew year 5777, which is the year 2017. The number 5
represents Unmerrited Favor (Grace) or the Hand of HWHY (Yahuah). The 777 represents
Completetion (the Seal of HWHY (Yahuah) and possibly the completetion of the age of
unmerrited Favor (Grace).
Even the Jews of today believe the coming of their messiah will happen during this time of
propetic history.

Now a great sign was seen in heaven (Maybe the Greatest sign ever) — a woman clothed with
the sun, under her feet the moon, and on her head a crown of twelve stars (Stars of Leo). 2 She
was pregnant and about to give birth, and she screamed in the agony of labor. 3 Another sign
was seen in heaven there was a great red dragon with seven heads and ten horns, and on his
heads were seven royal crowns. 4 Its tail swept (1/3rd) a third of the stars out of Shamyim
(heavens) and threw them down to the earth. It stood in front of the woman about to give birth,
so that it might devour the child the moment it was born. 5 She gave birth to a son, a male
child, the one who will rule all the nations with a staff of iron. But her child was snatched up
(Caught up) to HWHY (Yahuah) and his throne; 6 and she fled into the desert, where she has a
place prepared by HWHY (Yahuah) so that she can be taken care of for 1,260 days. 7 Next
there was a battle in Shalyim (heavens) — Mikha’el and his angels fought against the dragon,

and the dragon and his Malakym (angels) fought back. 8 But it was not strong enough to win,
so that there was no longer any place for them in Shamyim (heavens).9 The great dragon was
thrown out, that ancient serpent, also known as Satan, the Devil [the Adversary], the deceiver
of the whole world. He was hurled down to the earth, and his Malakym (angels) were hurled
down with him. 10 Then I heard a loud voice in heaven saying, “Now have come HWHY
(Yahuah)’s victory, power and kingship, and the authority of his Messiah; because the Accuser
of our brothers, who accuses them day and night before HWHY (Yahuah), has been thrown out!
11 “They defeated him because of the Lamb’s blood and because of the message of their
witness. Even when facing death they did not cling to life. 12 “Therefore, rejoice, Shamyim
(heavens) and you who live there! But woe to you, land and sea, for the Adversary has come
down to you, and he is very angry, because he knows that his time is short!” 13 When the
dragon saw that he had been hurled down to the earth, he went in pursuit of the woman
(Yisrael) who had given birth to the male child. 14 But the woman (Yisrael) was given the two
wings of the great eagle, so that she could fly to her place in the desert, where she is taken care
of for a (1) season and (2) two seasons and (½) half a season (3 ½ seasons), away from the
serpent’s presence. 15 The serpent spewed water like a river out of its mouth after the woman,
in order to sweep her away in the flood; 16 but the land came to her rescue — it opened its
mouth and swallowed up the river which the dragon had spewed out of its mouth. 17 The
dragon was infuriated over the woman and went off to fight the rest of her children, those who
obey HWHY (Yahuah)’s commands and bear witness to [cWHY (Yahusha). Revelation 12 1-17
To the woman he said, "I will make your pains in childbearing very severe; with painful labor
you will give birth to children. Your desire will be for your husband, and he will rule over you."
To Adam he said, "Because you listened to your wife and ate fruit from the tree about which I
commanded you, 'You must not eat from it,' "Cursed is the ground because of you; through
painful toil you will eat food from it all the days of your life. Genesis 3:14-17
8 They will be gripped by panic, seized with pain and agony, writhing like a woman in labor,
looking aghast at each other, faces aflame. 9 Here comes the Day of HWHY (Yahuah), full of
cruelty, rage and hot fury, to desolate the earth and destroy the sinners in it.10 For the stars, the
constellations in the sky, will no longer give their light; the sun will be dark when it rises; and
the moon will no longer shine.Isaiah 13:8-10
2 A dire vision has been shown to me: the betrayer betrays, and the spoiler spoils. ‘Eilam,
advance! Madai (Iran), lay siege! I will end all groaning. 3 This is why my insides are racked
with pain; I am seized by pangs, like a woman in labor; wrenched by what I hear, aghast at
what I see. Isaiah 21:2-3
Ask now and see: can men give birth to children? Why, then, do I see all the men with their
hands on their stomachs like women in labor, with every face turned pale? 7 How dreadful that
day will be! — there has never been one like it: a time of trouble for Ya‘akov (Jaccob), but out
of it he will be saved. Jeremiah 30:6-7
The constelation Virgo will have The Sun at her Head, the Moon at her feet and on her head a
crown of twelve stars which are the Stars of Leo, which will happen on 23 nd September, 2017
two (2) day prior is the Feast of Trumphets (21st September, 2017). This does not happen rarely
as the last time this happened was 5932 years ago on our gregorian calendar it would have been

3rd Aug 3915 BC, roughly the time Adam and Eve would have walked the earth. So for the last
(6000) Six thousand year this is the only sign in the Shamyim (Heavens) that could fulfill
Revelation.
Juputer, also known as the King planet and is the simble of the King. Jupiter will enter the
womb of Virgo on Noverber 20, 2016, maybe conseption? It stays in the womb for 10 months
starting November 2016, then exits Virgo on 9 September, 2017, fulfilling Revelation 12 on 2324 September, 2017.
We also have a mysterious Coment that will conjoin with the Moon during this time. This
particular comet was intersting enough, that the Euopean Space Station sent a space probe on
2nd March, 2004 to investigate the Comet they named 67P and clasified it as a Jupiter Family
comet, which is traveling 38km per second, about 23.616 MPH towards earth. On 12
November 2014 they landed on the Comet 67P and monitored it until 2016, when they lost
communication.
On the 23rd September 2017, this Comet 67P will be in conjuction with the Moon, passing by
the foot of Virgo, 50 years since 1967.

Another sign was seen in heaven there was a great red dragon with seven heads and ten horns,
and on his heads were seven royal crowns. 4 Its tail swept (1/3rd) a third of the stars
( Meteorites and maybe Asteroids) out of heaven and threw them down to the earth. It stood in
front of the woman about to give birth, so that it might devour the child the moment it was
born. 5 She gave birth to a son, a male child, the one who will rule all the nations with a staff
of iron.[a] But her child was snatched up to HWHY (Yahuah) and his throne.

Nasa image of Red Dragon, blacked out by Google and Nasa.
Revelation declares there will be Meteors/Asteroids (Fire and Brimstone) falling from the
Shamyim (Heavens) unto the Earth. Many believe this could very well be Planet X (Nibiru),
which would enter earths atmospher Before November 2017. Jupiter's gravitational field
controls numerous asteroids that are known as the Trojan asteroids. So the combination of
Planet x passing through at this same time will reign down fire and brimestone upon the Earth
I HWHY (Yahuah), Aloah (God) said to the serpent, “Because you have done this, cursed are
you above all livestock and above all beasts of the field; on your belly you shall go, and dust
you shall eat all the days of your life. will put enmity between you and the woman, and
between your offspring and her offspring; he shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise his
heel.” (To bruise the Head with the heel, this requires the Topside of an object to collides with
southern hemespher of Jupiter, cause a stream of debris). The Comet Shoemaker Levi 9 broke
apart July 1992 and its fragmites collided with Jupters southern hemispher between 16-22 July
1994. The Scare were visible from Earth and persisted for months. Prophetic fulfillment:
Shoe Maker hit the heel of the King planet (Jupiter)!
Comets in 2017
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During the time of [SWHY (Yahusha) death the sun was blocked for 3 hours. Now from the
(6th) sixth hour there was darkness over all the land until the (9 th) ninth hour. Matthew 27:45
The moon can not eclipse for more that 7 minutes, so another celestrial body had to be used and
it is believed that another celestirial sign will declare [SWHY (Yahusha)'s return.
On August 21, 2017, for the first time in 26 years, a total solar eclipse will occur in the USA.
Whilst the last eclipse in 1991 was only visible from Hawaii, the upcoming eclipse will be
visible right across the contiguous United States. The last coast to coast total eclipse was 99
years previous, in the year 1918.
A solar eclipse only happens at New Moon. The Moon has to be between the Sun and Earth for
a solar eclipse to occur. August 21, 2017 corresponds with the 29th day of the month of Av on
the Hebrew calendar. On this day in the Hebrew year 2448, Moses carved the (2nd) second set
of Tablets as recorded in Exodus 34:4.
The 2017 eclipse occurs 45 days before the first day of Sukkot (also known as the Feast of
Ingathering see Exo 23:16). 45 also happens to be the gematria value of the Hebrew word for
"mankind" ()אדם. On the first day of Sukkot in 2017 (5778 on the Hebrew calendar), 45 days
after the eclipse and 45 minutes before sunrise, the Sun will be precisely π /210 x 10¹⁰
kilometers from Jerusalem. The Israelites were in Egypt for 210 years, ending in the Exodus
led by Moses in 2448.
When Jacob first instructed his sons to descend to Egypt, he said, "get you down ( )רדוthither
and buy [food]." (Gen 42:2). The gematria value of the Hebrew word "( רדוget you down") is
exactly 210.
The connection between "mankind" ( )אדםand the year 5778 can be seen in a simple timeline
spanning from the first man (Adam) to the year 5778. The patriarch David was born in 2854
and died 70 years later in 2924. So the halfway point in David's life (2889) was also the
halfway point from Creation to the year 5778. The acronym from the 5778 timeline seems to be
anouncing something.
[SWHY (Yahusha) said, referring to the days before His (2) second coming:
And there will be fearful sights and GREAT SIGNS from heaven (Luke 21:11). He went on,
And there will be SIGNS in the Sun, in the Moon, and in the stars. Luke 21: 25
(3) Three blood-red moons (Lunar) that corresponded to significant events:
The Spanish Inquisition final year 1492 when the Alhambra Decree ordered all remaining Jews
who would not convert to Christianity to leave Spain, the 1948 War of Independence and the
1967 (6) Six-Day War had back-toback, blood-red moons occur on the first day of Passover and
Sukkot the following (2) two years or beginning the same year of the 1967 (6) Six-Day War
for (2) two years.
* Passover, April 2, 1493

* Sukkoth, Sept. 25, 1493
* Passover, March 22, 1494
* Sukkoth, Sept. 15, 1494
The War of Independence — 1948
* Passover, April 13, 1949
* Sukkoth, Oct. 7, 1949
* Passover, April 2, 1950
* Sukkoth, Sept. 26, 1950
The (6) Six-Day War — 1967
* First Day of Passover, April 24, 1967
* First Day of Sukkoth, Oct. 18, 1967
* First Day of Passover. April 13, 1968
* First Day of Sukkoth, Oct. 6, 1968
What will occur in the 2014–2015 time period?
* First Day of Passover, April 15, 2014
* First Day of Sukkoth, Oct. 8, 2014
* First Day of Passover, April 4, 2015
(3) Three Days happening on the most Kadosh (Holy) days as declared in prophesy, that
[SWHY (Yahusha)'s return would be sounded with Shofar (Trumpets) as he comes for his
CHOSEN. Interestingly enough The Feast of Tabernacles is the commanded Set apart Day that
MANkind will adhere to during the Millennium reign where MANkind will come before
HWHY (Yahuah) each year.
Could these signs mean this is the time of [SWHY – Yahusha's return?
During this century, the only string of (4) four consecutive blood moons that coincide with
HWHY (Yahuah)'s Set apart days of Passover in the spring and the autumn's Feast of
Tabernacles (also called Sukkoth) occured in 2014 and 2015 on today's Gregorian calendar.
A Total lunar eclipse happened June 15th, 2011. Called a Central eclipse, this is a rare event
where the Moon passes through the Center line of the Earth’s shadow. The previous lunar
eclipse near the center of the earth’s shadow was on July 16, 2000. The next central lunar
eclipse will be on July 27, 2018.
The 2014/2015 events will be the last this century and would be the 67th year since Israel
became a Nation (1948).
(4) Four lunar eclipse occured consecutively and all appeared on HWHY (Yahuah) Set apart
Feast days!
Passover, April 15, 2014

The Feasts of Tabernacles, October 8, 2014
Passover, April 4, 2015
The Feasts of Tabernacles, September 28, 2015
The (2) Two Solar eclipses connected with HWHY (Yahuah)’s Set apart Feast Days in 20142015 occured:
Adar 29/Nisan 1 (New Year), March 20, 2015 and Feast of Trumpets, September 13, 2015
2014-2015: (4) four Blood-Red Moons and (2) Two Solar eclipses.
So we had the Hebrew religious year beginning with a Total Solar eclipse on Adar29/Nisan 1
(March 20, 2015); (2) Two weeks later, a Total lunar eclipse on Passover (April 4, 2015); then
the civil year beginning with a Solar eclipse; followed (2) Two weeks later by another Total
blood-red moon on the Feast of Succoth — all in 2015."
This is a rare occurrence for (4) Four lunar cycles to happen on successive Passover and The
Feasts of Tabernacles (Sukkot) observances. However it happened (2) Twice before in the 20th
century.
The (1) First set occurred in 1949 – 1950 the year after Israel became a state! The (2) Second
set happened in 1967 – 1968, the year Israel liberated Jerusalem!
Before these dates it happened in 1493, the year after Columbus sailed the ocean blue and
Spain expelled all Jews.
In addition to the (4) Four lunar eclipses in 2014 – 2015, there was (2) Solar eclipses.
“The Sun shall be turned into Darkness…Joel 2:30, 31, Acts 2:20, Revelation 6:12
Interestingly enough, the number of day between the 1st Blood Red Moon (Lunar eclipe)
Passover, April 15, 2014 and the Feast of Trumphets 2017 is a total of 1260 days.
and she fled into the desert, where she has a place prepared by HWHY (Yahuah) so that she can
be taken care of for 1,260 days. Revelation 12:6
So scripture declares she was to give birth during this time, thus we should be able to look back
9 months earlier and see something sugnificant that happened. So let look back from 23
September 2017 which is December 23rd 2016. Lets go back 8 months (meaning New
beginning), from Feast of Trumphets (21st September , 2017) which is 20th January, 2017,
which is when the New President is to take office.
Be prepared for the soon return of our Messiah [cWHY (Yahusha), HallaluYAH.

